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Hard Rock’s Rockford Casino Opens Protected by JCM Global’s iVIZION, GEN5, ICB
LAS VEGAS (December 14, 2021) – The new Rockford Casino operated by Hard Rock successfully opened,
protected by innovative technologies from JCM Global® (JCM) that boost security while also enhancing the guest
experience and increasing efficiencies. JCM equipment processed transactions from more than 40,000 guests in the
casino’s first month.
JCM installed its leading iVIZION® bill validator, GEN5® Thermal Printer, and ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system at
the property. The powerful combination of products is part of a technology roadmap that position Rockford Casino
to take advantage of JCM’s groundbreaking FUZION® system and other pioneering products.
JCM has a long and successful history with casinos under the Hard Rock brand as well as Dotty’s casinos, owned
by Daniel Fischer, who is the chief investor behind the casino.
“We are absolutely thrilled to have installed our leading products in another Hard Rock branded casino, a brand
which JCM has been serving from coast to coast for many years, and to again expand our relationship with Dotty’s
owner Daniel Fischer. Repeat customers and long-term relationships are some of the most valuable compliments
we could receive,” said JCM SVP of Sales, Marketing & Operations Dave Kubajak.
“The Rockford Casino team came to us wanting more than just cash-handling solutions; they wanted a technology
road map for well into the future, and JCM’s iVIZION, GEN5, and ICB are powerful tools to build a strong foundation
that enables Rockford Casino to grow their guests’ experience for years to come,” Kubajak added.
iVIZION is the industry’s most widely used bill validator and is the foundation of intelligent validation. GEN5 is a
flexible and robust printing solution with more memory and capabilities than other brands. ICB is proven to eliminate
multiple points of human error and increase efficiencies on the casino floor and in the count room.
Join JCM on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming,
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information.
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